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Introduction
Thomas G. Field, Jr.*
Welcome
This is a double welcome: first, to a new interdisciplinary quarterly,
and, second, to the first two issues. Taking them in reverse order, this
and the next issue consist primarily of papers presented at a [very well
received] conference entitled Public Participation in Risk
Management: Ethics, Science & Law which was held in Concord
about a year ago - with financial assistance from the New Hampshire
Humanities Council and the Administrative Conference of the United
States.
As, for the journal itself, while future issues will continue to deal
with attempts to elaborate and resolve normative issues involved in
determining the acceptability of risk, we hope to attract a broad range of
papers. We plan to publish essays and research reports - both
empirical and library based - as well as letters, announcements and
book reviews, 1 concerned with reducing net risk2 and otherwise
treating problems common to consumer, environmental, medical, and
occupational regulation - as well as to tort litigation. In short, we seek
papers with the widest potential impact for human risk management
expecting them to be written by a broad professional cross section,
Professor Field received his A.B. in chemistry (1964) and his J.D. (1969) from
West Virginia University and an LL.M. (Trade Regulation) (1970) from New York
*

University where he was the 1969-70 Food and Drug Law Scholar. He is a founding
member of the faculty of Franklin Pierce (1973).
Intended book reviews in this issue were dropped for lack of space.
1
We plan at least one symposium issue to dealing with that topic. Possible
2
contributors are urged to write for more information.
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including, e.g., physical and social scientists, economists, medical
personnel, engineers and philosophers as well as lawyers. 3 More
importantly, we will do our best to insure that RISK will be
understandable to such people as well as to reasonably well educated
generalists. We hope that our readers are satisfied by the extent to
4
which we have met those goals.
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3
Persons interested in submitting manuscripts for future issues should write for
authors' guidelines as indicated at the front of this issue.
4
Other goals are to building editorial advisory and peer review groups and to
seek listings commensurate to its disciplinary scope. Their pursuit will be facilitated
with publication of this issue.
5
In many cases, we have become indirectly aware of such help only through
subscription and submission inquiries.
6
Those who have not yet subscribed will find a form on the inside back cover.

